Apostolado Guidelines That Every Parish Should Follow
1. Talk to Susie about scheduling Apostolado at your Parish.
2. Once the date has been set, the Vocal must call Susie with the Name of the Topic and the Names of the 3
Speakers, ONE MONTH before the Apostolado.

Information About the Speakers:
A. No more than 3 speakers.
B. The Speaker should be an “outsider “, not a parishioner of the parish that is holding the Apostolado.
C. The Vocal of the parish hosting the Apostolado needs to check with the Vocal of the speaker’s parish if he/she
is attending Ultreya. The speaker MUST be attending Ultreya and have the “Safe Environment Program”
completed.
D. Use different speakers; Do Not ask someone who has already spoken at another Apostolado. Susie will keep
track.
E. Once the speakers have been APPROVED, then it is the responsibility of the Vocal to talk to each speaker and
let them know that they need to stay with the topic chosen and shared on how the Cursillo has helped
him/her on his/her 4th Day. Also, STRESS that the maximum amount of time is 15 minutes.
F.

Please let the speaker know that he/she SHOULD NOT bring a Bible (since it is not a Bible class) and to NOT
bring his/her testimony written down. It is understood that one must prepare as to what one is to say but
remember that the testimony must come from the heart. Once there, the Holy Spirit will guide you.

G. Speakers should ARRIVE 30 MINUTES EARLY so that they can make a visit together in front of the Blessed
Sacrament and go over the guidelines.

3. Vocal should ask the Priest or Deacon if he can give a 15 minute Spiritual Talk at the Apostolado. Please make
sure that he rights down the date on his calendar. Two weeks before Apostolado, remind him of the date.
4. Start on time. Begin with the Holy Spirit Prayer ( done by the person Leading the Apostolado). This Leader
also Welcomes everyone, announces where the restrooms are, gives a 2 minute testimony, and then
Introduces the Deacon or the Priest.
5. End on time. At this time, the Vocal announces that the Musicians, Speakers, and Out of Town People will go
first in line to eat.
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